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Choice: The Foundation of Freedom
by Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Chocolate or Vanilla? Democrat or Republican? Jersey Shore or the Hamptons? 
Our lives are full of choices. Some are trivial and will have very little impact on 
the shaping of our future. Other decisions like who we marry, taking a specific 
job or moving to a new city all provide a different fundamental canvas that 
allows for the portrait of our lives to be painted. Sometimes, even the simplest 
decision of taking the day off on September 11, or missing a flight can make all 
of the impact that you could never anticipate. 
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Chocolate or Vanilla? Democrat or Republican? Jersey Shore or the Hamptons? 
Our lives are full of choices. Some are trivial and will have very little impact on the 
shaping of our future. Other decisions like who we marry, taking a specific job or 
moving to a new city all provide a different fundamental canvas that allows for the 
portrait of our lives to be painted. Sometimes, even the simplest decision of taking 
the day off on September 11, or missing a flight can make all of the impact that you 
could never anticipate. 

Choice is rarely appreciated. Usually, when it is stripped from us, we acknowledge 
its role but not often before then. Find me a person recently diagnosed with celiac 
disease, who can no longer eat breads and cakes and cookies, and they will share how 
their choices have been limited. Speak to an employee with strict work demands, a 
prisoner in the penal system,  someone who is physically challenged and you will 
learn of how it feels to have some choices removed and the absence that source makes 
in one’s life.

My teacher, Yossi Klein Halevi penned a brilliant article this week on Passover http://
blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-war-against-passover.  In it, he asks each of us celebrating 
the holiday of Passover to decide if we Jews are a faith, a nation-state or a people? The 
very way we define ourselves matters in the way we form our personal exodus story. 
Making that decision dials in the coordinates and then paves the path for the future 
you envision.

Choice is the foundation of freedom. No matter how much one can loathe the 
current election process, the notion that we live in a society where we choose our 
leaders is the core of freedom and reason to celebrate. No matter how much we are 
tired from the preparing for Passover, the choice to host a Seder, a freedom festival, 
and savor in a delicious feast is reason to rejoice. Deciding on which flavor ice cream 
and where we vacation are all demonstrative of the opportunities and privileges that 
Moses and the Israelites set out to seek, and that our founding leaders continued in 
their pathway to guarantee our sacred freedoms.

This Passover, offer your loved ones many choices, not only with food but with ideas. 
Speak at your Seder about the paths you “chose” and how that impacted your life. 
Take time to recognize and appreciate the fundamental notion of choice. Make this 
a holiday where our choices are praised and our gifts are recognized. Then we will do 
our ancestors proud and our inheritors even prouder!

Dori, our kids and I wish you and your family a sweet, healthy and kosher Passover 
holiday!

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Choice: The Foundation of Freedom
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Rabbi Alex Freedman  
Associate Rabbi

Staying True

a letteR fRom ouR aSSOciatE RaBBi

a letteR fRom ouR caNtOR

Dear friends,

Spring is in the air, we are busy with spring-cleaning, following our tradition we 
get the house ready for Passover. We get the Chametz out of our house; make 
it “Kosher for Passover”.  Soon we will sit around the Seder table and will tell 
the story of our ancestors getting out of Egypt for the hundredth time. If we 
only do all that on automatic pilot and do not apply it to our lives today, we are 
missing the point. We live in a fast world, a world that demands instant answers, 
and immediate gratification. Most of our communication is done through 
our phones; when we send someone a message or an email we expect to receive 
an answer right away. We store data, pictures and endless information on our 
phones, clouds and other devices. Let’s take the opportunity this year when we 
get ready for Passover to get rid of the “Chametz” on our multiple digital storage 
places. Pledge to ourselves to think before we save another picture or document to 
our story.  We live so much of our lives in a virtual world; we have hundreds if not 

thousands of “friends” on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We are quick to “like” a post, a picture, and a tweet. How many times 
do we really take the time to read what we liked? In the beginning of the winter, we lost Rabbi Aharon Yehuda Leib Shteinman 
z”l, a righteous man, a Holocaust survivor who died at the age of 104, he lived a very simple life but was able to see that the world 
needs to move forward. Rabbi Shteinman left a spiritual footprint that moved people from all walks of life. His most important 
message was to always stay true to yourself and to others, that when you stay pure and stick to the truth it will be accepted by the 
people around you. This spring, this Passover, let’s try to fulfill Rabbi Shteinman’s lesson and stay true to ourselves, to our family 
and friends and try to create a more genuine world, teach our children to make real friends, to give true answers and clean our 
Chametz from within ourselves. Next time when you “like” something on social media take a moment to think if you honestly 
like it before clicking.

Have a Happy & Kosher Passover, 
With all my love,

 
 
Israel Singer, your cantor 

Cantor Israel Singer 

Historian Barbara Tuchman wrote, “Israel is the only nation in the world that is 
governing itself in the same territory, under the same name, and with the same 
religion and same language as it did 3,000 years ago.” 

As we celebrate Israel’s 70th birthday on Yom HaAtzmaut this May, let’s recall that 
it’s really 70 going on 3000. The birth and success of Israel, writes Danny Gordis in 
his terrific history “Book Israel”, really marks the revitalization of the Jewish people. 

Hebrew was a dormant spoken language for 2000 years. Now it’s spoken by 
millions. Jews were subjected to the whims of their rulers, which often meant bad 
news. Now Jews in Israel have their own army and elect their own rulers. The Holy 
Land lay barren and undeveloped for millenia. Now it’s blooming again. 

The founders of Israel nearly called it “Judea” because of the ancient Jewish 
kingdom of Judea. The name “Israel” achieves the same end. It’s a statement that 
Israel is not just born, but reborn. Not just new, but renewed. 

Not just created, but recreated. If Israel were only 70 years old for the first time, 
Dayeinu. But that it resumes a Jewish dream of 3000 years...we should thank G-d for 
living in such a moment. 

Rabbi Alex Freedman

Israel at 70: Old and New
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B’Nai MitzVahS

Matthew is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Language Arts, Social Studies and Physical Education. His favorite free time activities 
include playing sports especially tennis and basketball, hanging out with friends and 
playing with his dog, Leo.

For his Kesher Olam, Matthew is collecting sports equipment for poor children in 
Nicaragua, the second poorest nation in the western hemisphere. He is trying make a 
positive difference for kids less fortunate than he is by giving them access to sports gear 
and allowing them to build skills, compete and, most importantly, have fun. I think my 
Jewish education connects me to those who have come before me—family, community, 
friends, etc.  Learning of traditions, values and prayers that have been followed and 
recited for thousands of years helps me be proud of my Jewish identity and heritage.  My 
hope is to pass my sense of pride in my Jewish roots to my future family.  L’dor V’Dor 
from generation to generation.  I think my Jewish education will continue to shape me—
how I act towards others, how I involve myself in community, and how I help those who 
are less fortunate—as I become an adult and take on more responsibilities.  I know I can 
make a positive difference in this world and my Jewish education is a big reason that I 
am ready to do so.

Matthew Isaacs 

son of Karen and Jeff

brother of Corey and Jason 

Ki tisa 

March 3

Ben is a 7th grader at Solomon Schechter Day School of Bergen County where 
his favorite subjects are Language Arts, Science and Art. His favorite free time 
activities include playing soccer and basketball.

For his Kesher Olam, Ben is organizing donations to Passback, an 
organization that collects and redistributes soccer equipment to children 
in underserved communities where children love the sport but don’t have 
the resources to play. Becoming a Bar-Mitzvah is important and meaningful 
to me.  It signifies gaining responsibility and having accountability for my 
actions which brings me closer to Hashem.  The Jewish values that I’ve 
learned will be valuable for the rest of my life.  Mitzvot such as derech eretz, 
mindfulness, kindness, helping others are important to me today and will 
continue to be in my future.

Ben Wanderman 

son of Janet and michael

brother of alexa and noah 

tzav 

March 24

Isaac is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Physical Education and Math. His favorite free time activities include playing 
hockey, basketball and soccer.

For his Kesher Olam, Isaac volunteered at the Hebrew Home. Becoming a 
bar mitzvah is important to me because it is a key milestone in maintaining 
my Jewish heritage and traditions. I went to Israel this past summer with my 
grandparents and I loved seeing everything from the past and learning more 
about the Jewish people and our history. Being able to do so in Israel is an 
experience I will never forget.

Isaac Wilk 

son of Kimi and adi

brother of dylan 

mishpatim 

February 10

Sam is a 7th grader at The Rodeph Sholom School where his favorite subject is 
English. His favorite free time activities are basketball, baseball, and guitar. 

For his Kesher Olam, Sam volunteers at DOROT where he makes home visits 
to senior citizens who feel socially isolated.  It is his hope that the time he 
spends talking with them will help them feel less alone.  “Becoming a Bar 
Mitzvah is important to me because it signifies my becoming a leader and 
being able to be a leader in the Jewish community. My Kesher Olam project 
makes me feel like a true Jewish leader because I help people not feel left out of 
society. I can tell that each time I walk into one of these seniors’ doors it makes 
their day and I hope to continue spreading this feeling throughout the world 
as a Bar Mitzvah.

Sam Perlman

son of lisa and daniel

brother of max and Jack

Vayikra

March 17
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Jacqueline Kletsman  

 

 
daughter of elaine and Yuri

sister of lola 

shmini 
 

April 14

Ethan is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where his favorite subjects  are 
Math and Language Arts. His favorite free time activities are playing baseball, 
watching football and basketball, playing video games and spending time with 
his friends.

For his Kesher Olam, Ethan is volunteering to work with an animal rescue 
organization that helps animals find forever homes. This is very meaningful 
to him because he has two dogs that were rescued from extremely abusive 
situations. He loves animals and wants them to have better lives. His Kesher 
Olam project taught him the importance of helping those less fortunate and 
that are in need. Becoming a Bar Mitvah is important to him because it brings 
him closer to his family and to the Jewish community. 

Ethan Albaum  

 

 
son of stacie and andrew

brother of spencer 

tazria-metzora 
 

April 21

Jacqueline is a 7th grader at Cresskill Middle School where her favorite 
subjects are Math and Science. Her favorite free time activities include 
horseback riding and dance.

Becoming a Bat-Mitzvah is meaningful to me for many reasons. My Bat-
Mitzvah is important because I get to read the Torah and celebrate the day I 
become more mature, graduating from one stage of my life to another. I am 
very excited for mine, not just for the party, but for being able to go up to the 
bima to read the Torah, with my loved ones.  

Isaac is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Science, Math and Social Studies. His favorite free time activities include 
playing baseball and basketball, play station and Youtube.

For his Kesher Olam, Isaac raised money for Aldec, a foundation that provides 
programming and hot meals for at risk children in his mother’s hometown of 
Quito, Ecuador. As part of the project, he went to Ecuador to experience what 
the organization does, and played soccer and taught English to the children.

Maya is a 6th grader at Solomon Schecther Day School of Bergen County 
where her favorite subjects are Language Arts and Social Studies. Her favorite 
free time activities include playing soccer and watching netflix.

Becoming a Bat-Mitzvah is very important to me for a variety of reasons. 
First of all I feel that becoming a Bat Mitzvah is really the first step to 
growing up. It means that I will be held to a higher standard of responsibility 
and commitment. I feel that my Jewish education will be of value to me 
throughout my whole life because everyone is connected in the same way, 
Jewish or not we all have the same base story. Throughout my life knowing my 
history and story I can really connect with people in a meaningful way. 

Isaac Eli Levinson 

 

 
son of sara and Josh

brother of sofia and maya 

emor 
 

May 5

Maya Redensky  

 

 
daughter of shiri and leon

sister of talia and sara 

achrei Kedoshim 
 

April 28
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B’Nai MitzVahS

Emmet is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are STEM and Social Studies. His favorite free time activities include playing 
football, lacrosse and basketball.

For his Kesher Olam, Emmet was involved with The Max Cure Foundation’s 
‘Dunk Your Kicks’ program which collects gently used sneakers and recycles 
them as affordable footwear in developing nations to raise money for families 
battling pediatric cancer. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is important to me because 
in December 2016 I toured Israel with my family on a Temple tour with Rabbi 
Kirshner. In Jerusalem, I participated in a celebratory B’nai Mitzvah service.  It 
was a very meaningful experience and now I am ready to make it even more 
official on June 16 at my own Bar Mitzvah. 

Emmet Goldberg 

son of michele and Jason

brother of holden and Josie

Korach 

June 16

wELcOME NEw MEMBERS

Eli and Ira Arazi-Laufer 
Closter, nJ 

Natalie and Matti Blecher 
Closter, nJ 

Jaime and Jason Braunstein 
tenafly, nJ 

Jessica and Matthew Chodos 
demarest, nJ 

Tal and Avraham Cohen 
demarest, nJ 

Calanit and Alon Eckhaus 
Cresskill, nJ 

Stu and Jamie Entner 
demarest, nJ 

Estelle and Werner Erasmus 
fort lee, nJ 

Rachel and Jason Fenkel 
englewood, nJ 

Taylor and David Feygin 
englewood Cliffs, nJ 

Toby and Sander Florman 
englewood, nJ 

Naomi and Yani Freedman 
new York, nY 

Michael Ganz 
manalapan, nJ 

Lisa and Andrew Ginsburg 
demarest, nJ 

Jeffrey Gliksman 
township of Washington, nJ 

Florie and Robert Gold 
manalapan, nJ 

Sheera and Jared Goldstrom 
tenafly, nJ 

Tammy and Robert Greenberg 
norwood, nJ 

Sharon and David Gross 
harrington park, nJ 

Yael and Renen Hallak 
tenafly, nJ 

Alina and Mark Heller 
port Washington, nY 

Jacqui and Steven Herman 
englewood, nJ 

Marina and Michael Jackson 
tenafly, nJ 

Tara and Joshua Jagid 
demarest. nJ 

Ingrid and Joseph Janisaitis 
Rumson, nJ 

Heather and Matthew Kaplan 
new York, nY 

Tova and Evan Katims 
Jersey City, nJ 

Laura and Alexander 
Khutorsky 
tenafly, nJ

Karin and Shlomo Klein 
bergenfield, nJ 

Robin and Douglas Klion 
suffern, nY 

Maya and Gil Kovalsky 
tenafly, nJ 

Brenda and Lawrence Levitan 
lawrence, nY 

Rona and Ori Lotan 
Cresskill, nY 

Michelle and Lowell 
mandelblatt 
Closter, nJ 

Dori and Ross Markowitz 
englewood, nJ 

Susan and Steven Maskowitz 
West orange, nJ 

Louis and Mark Meisel 
glen Rock, nJ 

Ariella and Hodiah Nemes 
new York, nY 

Nicole and Jonathan Nichols 
demarest, nJ 

Robyn and Edo Ophir 
tenafly, nJ 

Myra and John Pullman 
Wyckoff, nJ 

Sindy and Lawrence Reines 
Closter, nJ

Nora and Craig Rose 
hillsdale, nJ 

Andrea and Joel Rosenberg 
monroe township, nJ 

Karen and Mitchell Rosenthal 
norwood, nJ 

Michelle and Geoffrey Schiller 
tenafly, nJ 

Lori and Michael Schmidt 
new York, nY 

Stephanie and Eric Schutzer 
tenafly, nJ 

Lauren and Ian Schwartz 
demarest, nJ 

Natalie and Ari Starkman 
demarest, nJ 

Lauren and Jason Tuvel 
tenafly, nJ 

Nina and David Wollner 
brooklyn, nY 

Wendy and Eric Yecies 
tenafly, nJ
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cONtRiBUtiONS  
tO OUR SyNagOgUE

tOdah RaBah

The congregation wishes to thank the following families for sponsoring a Kiddush, an Oneg Shabbat, Bimah flowers, and/or made a 
donation to the Closter Food Pantry. 

Temple Emanu-El’s Men’s Club in honor of 
the men’s Club shabbat.

Temple Emanu-El’s Sisterhood for 
sponsoring the flowers and their donation 
to the Closter food pantry.

Ruth Aach in memory of her daughter, 
susan aach feldman, z”l. 

Marni and Kenny Abramowitz in honor of 
their son, barret’s bar mitzvah.

Stacie and Andrew Albaum in honor of 
their son, ethan’s bar mitzvah.

Pearl and Michael Bergstein in honor of 
the anniversary of michael’s bar mitzvah

Shani and Samuel Bernhaut in honor of 
their daughter, leeza’s bat mitzvah.

Jill and Craig Besnoy in honor of their son, 
Wyatt’s bar mitzvah.

Shari and Gary Brooks in honor of their 
son, Corey’s bar mitzvah.

Pamela and Brett Bern in honor of their 
son, Jake’s bar mitzvah

Elizabeth and Wayne Carlin in honor of 
their son, sam’s bar mitzvah.

Sharon & Kenneth Fredman in honor of 
their son, adam’s bar mitzvah.

Edith Ginsberg in honor of the aufruf of 
david Wolpert and marisa ginsberg.

Michelle and Jason Goldberg in honor of 
their son, emmet’s bar mitzvah.

Karen and Jeffrey Isaacs in honor of their 
son, matthew’s bar mitzvah.

Stacie and Andrew Albaum in honor of 
their son, ethan’s bar mitzvah.

Suzanne and Mark Kronfeld in honor of 
their daughter, sara’s bat mitzvah.

Michelle and Yisrael Kushner in honor their 
son benjamin’s bar mitzvah. 

Roslyn and Herman Lieberman in honor 
of herman’s 80th anniversary of his bar 
mitzvah.

Esa and David Madoff in honor of their 
children, emma and benjamin b’nai 
mitzvah.

Jill and Daniel Marks in honor of their son, 
Chase’s bar mitzvah.

Audrey Nana Miller in honor of her 
grandson, Jayden’s bar mitzvah. 

Anna and Edward Milman in honor of their 
son, Joshua’s bar mitzvah.

Lisa and Daniel Perlman in honor of their 
son, sam’s bar mitzvah.

Heather and Adi Rabinowitz in honor of 
their son, Jacob’s (Coby’s) bar mitzvah

Mindy and Michael Rabinowitz in honor of 
the baby naming of liv Rabinowitz.

Shiri and Leon Redensky in honor of their 
daughter, maya’s bat mitzvah.

Bonny and Monty Ross in honor of their 
children max and skyler’s b’nai mitzvah.

Lauren and Ian Schwartz in honor of the 
baby naming of their daughter, blake 
abigail.

Shari and Sasi Shalom in honor of their 
son, Jayden’s bar mitzvah.

Lina and Igor Shikhel in honor of michele 
syskrot and david shikhel’s marriage.

Florence and Many Syskrot in honor 
of michele syskrot and david shikhel’s 
marriage.

Janet and Michael Wanderman in honor of 
their son, ben’s bar mitzvah.

Heather and Mark Wasser in honor of their 
daughter, mia’s bat mitzvah.

Dara and Matt Wasserlauf in honor of their 
son Zachary’s bar mitzvah.

Carol Kopelman in memory of bernie 
Weinflash z”l.

Melanie and Adi Wilk in honor of their son, 
isaac’s bar mitzvah.

Marie and Allen Wolpert in honor of 
the aufruf of david Wolpert and marisa 
ginsberg.

Delly and David Yaker in honor of their 
son, benjamin’s bar mitzvah.

Shelly and Seth Zukoff in honor of their 
son, Jordan’s bar mitzvah.

dr. Neli Benis attas on the death of her 
mother, dina benis z”l

Tara Belous on the death of her mother, 
madeline “madi” eve halpern z”l

Amelia Benson on the death of her father, 
dr. arnold gold z”l 

Michelle Brauntuch on the death of her 
father, lowell bloom z”l

Rodica Brecher on the death of her 
mother, elisa moscovic z”l

Millie and Sy Graye on the death of their 
daughter, dora graye z”l

Stephan Chait on the death of his father, 
nathan Chait z”l

Joyce Garland on the death of her father, 
Charles garland z”l

Kellie Gersh on the death of her mother, 
Gail Markowitz Jenny z”l
Joshua Gillon on the death of his father, 
dr. Robert h. gillon z”l

Dr. Sandra Gold on the death of her 
husband, dr. arnold gold z”l

Jack Hendler on the death of his mother, 
miriam hendler z”l

Ellen Horowitz on the death of her mother, 
harriet goldman z”l

Roberta Hantgan on the death of her 
mother, ida “hon” hantgan z”l

Bonnie Henick on the death of her brother, 
harry berman z”l

Michael Katz on the death of his father, 
William m. Katz z”l

Leah Koons on the death of her husband, 
irvin Koons z”l

Goldie Levey on the death of her mother, 
loretta Rabinowitz z”l

Gil Makleff on the death of his father, 
aryeh makleff z”l

Jonathan Mattana on the death of his 
mother, pauline mattana z”l

Phyllis Meisner on the death of her mother, 
evelyn gray z”l

Edward Nelson on the death of his father, 
bernard nelson z”l

Ruth Pomerantz on the death of her 
mother, Regina tauber z”l

Lon Rosen on the death of his father, 
fredrick Rosen z”l

Melissa Rosenberg on the death of her 
father, William “billy” Rubin z”l

Mindy Rothbaum on the death of her 
father, harold theodore epstein z”l

Jan Rotner on the death of her cousin, mel 
schrieberg z”l

Joseph Rubach on the death of his father, 
leon Rubach z”l

Dr. Sharon Scherl on the death of her 
father, dr. newton scherl z”l

Geoffrey Schiller on the death of his 
father, irwin schiller z”l

Helene Schwartz on the death of her 
mother, toby Karan z”l

Norma Seiden on the death of his niece, 
dora graye z”l

Judy Siboni on the death of her father, 
fred heisman z”l 

Dara Silver on the death of her father, dr. 
arnold gold z”l

Barry Sprung on the death of his mother, 
miriam sprung z”l

Annette Stern on the death of her mother, 
Regina tauber z”l

Arlene Taub on the death of her husband, 
Joseph taub z”l

Tamara Ween on the death of her father, 
arie ben-Zvi z”l

iN MEMORiaM 
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cONtRiBUtiONS

we record with sincere appreciation the fol lowing donations

ASSISTANT RABBI FREEMAN’S 
DISCRETIONARY FUND
benay & steven taub
in honor of Elly Bookstein & Jeff 
Hyman’s Wedding
 ellen bookstein
in honor of Rabbi Alex Freedman
 lori & Charles ludmer
in honor of Laura & Rabbi Alex 
Freedman
 Carol & herbert marton
in honor of Jonah Samuel’s bris
 shelly & michael goodman
in memory of Kehny Fried
 gloria & harvey Klein
in memory of Shakom Fried
 gloria & harvey Klein 
in memory of Sheela Nassberg 
Marton
 Carol & herbert marton 
in memory of Evelyn Schneider
 susanne lieberman
in memory of Joseph Taub
 arlene taub
in memory of Golda Edith Woods
 laurie Woods

CAMP RAMAH FUND
 lisa & spencer Jesner

CAMPAIGN FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION 
in honor of Temple Emanu-El
 Carol & herbert marton

CANTOR SINGER’S DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
hadassa freed
sheila scherl
benay & steven taub
in honor of the wedding of Jessica 
Sprung & Scott Kay 
 mindy & barry sprung 
in honor of the wedding of Shana & 
Michael  
 neli & lewis attas
in honor of Cantor Israel Singer
 shelly & michael goodman     

Jan Rotner
Karen & michael tannenholtz

in honor of the wedding of Marisa 
Fox & David Wolpert
 marie & allen Wolpert
in memory of Harry Berman
 Cindy Rudbart
in memory of Diana Burg
 Rita Krell
in memory of Harry Rosen
 beverly Rosen
in memory of Dr. Newton Scherl
 harriet & arthur samuels
in memory of Mel Schrieberg
 steve Zales
in memory of Joyce Schulman

Zelda & neil becourtney 
Rita Krell

CANTOR KURT SILBERMANN’S 
CHARITY FUND
in honor of Steven Freesman
 peter adler
in memory of Dina Benis
 Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Diana Burg
 stephanie Zwirn
in memory of Morris Fatel
 Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Evelyn Gray

Judith & martin lebson
 Joanne & Robert nussbaum
in memory of Fred Heisman

Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Samuel Lebson
 Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Loretta Rabinowitz

Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Joyce Schulman
Judith & martin lebson

 Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Jane Schwartz

Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Miriam Sprung
 Judith & martin lebson

EVELYN GRAY LEGACY FUND
Carol gardy
ellen milgrim & andrew Keiser
maureen Kotler
Rita Krell
in memory of Evelyn Gray
 phyllis meisner
 elizabeth segal

JERRY MEMORIAL FINK RUN FUND
in memory of Nathan Chait
 diane fink
in memory of Jerry Fink
 diane fink

HAZAK
allison & bruce egert
denise & michael mandelbaum

HERB VOGEL MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Herbert Vogel
 Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Lee Vogel

Rebecca Vogel

KOL HAKAVOD FUND
in memory of Newton Oshinsky 
 debra & mark hirschberg 

RABBI KIRSHNER’S DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
Ruthellen fried & lawrence boxt
seth & Joyce buchwald
Wendy & alan nacht
patricia & daniel stegman
harvey Wachman 

In honor of Eliana Chloe Adler’s
Bat Mitzvah in Jerusalem
loVe, dana & James adleR, haRRison & CaRoline  jUNE 25, 2017

In honor of Jacob Blake Cook’s
Bar Mitzvah
With loVe and pRide, JudY & bob CooK  dEcEMBER 9, 2017
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in honor of the marriage of Rebecca 
& Brian Brauntuch
 michelle & glenn brauntuch
in honor of the Brittany & David Fine 
Wedding 
 dale & allan bell
in honor of the marriage of Rachel 
Ehrhardt to Elliott Korona Wedding

Rachel & elliot ehrhardt 
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
Mallory Suede & Ethan Ross 
 sharon & howard fox
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
Jamie Kronfeld to Mitchel Markowitz
 sharon & howard fox
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
Elissa Alster to Ross Fine
 sharon & howard fox
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
Allison Grabell to Evan Kory
 sharon & howard fox
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
Alex Dersovitz to Eliana Atholz
 sharon & howard fox
in honor of the marriage of Jessica 
Sprung to Scott Kay
 mindy & barry sprung
in honor of Rabbi David Seth 
Kirshner

Rhoda & daniel freeman
 michelle & matthew grabell

Judith & martin lebson
Karen & morton milberg

 shelah & burton scherl
 benay & steven taub
in honor of Dori & Rabbi David-Seth 
Kirshner’s Wedding anniversary
 ellen & lloyd sokoloff
in honor of Rabbi Kirshner’s birthday

Carol & herbert marton 
in honor of Elana Mitchel & Mark 
Lazoroff Wedding
 sharon molias mitchel & Yale 
 mitchel
in honor of baby naming of Ava 
Sidney Minsk
 gail & Robert adler

in honor of the marriage of Ross 
Nacht to Samantha Orshan
 Wendy & alan nacht
in honor of Jonah Samuel’s bris
 shelly & michael goodman
in honor of Brooke Seldes
 marla & Richard seldes
in honor of Fran Weingast
 sybil & Joseph Weingast
in honor of the marriage of David 
Wolpert to Marisa Fox
 marie & allen Wolpert
in memory of Bea Ginsberg
 edith ginsberg
in memory of Evelyn Gray
 phyllis meisner
in memory of Arthur Hertzberg
 gloria & edward nelson
in memory of Pauline Mattana
 breast Care Center staff at 
 englewood hospital
in memory of Rose Schneider  

Christine Weiselberg

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL DONATIONS
in honor of Adam Schwartzbard
 debbie & steven freesman

TEMPLE FUND
gloria & Wilson aboudi 
nancy & michael basofin
arlene & Keith bronstein
sharon & Richard Cantone
marla & dale edin
Kathryn & neil eisler
June flax 
pnina & meyer Kattan
sharon molinas mitchel & Yale mitchel 

pearl seiden
shirley shapiro
Rebecca Vogel
in honor of Jacob Cook’s bar mitzvah
 fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
Evan Eisler to Annie Douglas

Kathryn & neil eisler
in honor of the marriage of Brittany & 
David Fine

Randi & philip lesorgen
 fran & Joshua Weingast
 sharon & neil danzger
in honor of Rabbi Alex Freedman

Ken germain
in honor of birth of Shelly and 
Michael Goodman’s grandson, Jonah 
samuel
 Ronni & michael brenner
in honor of Seymore Graye
 Carol & michael Kopelman
in honor of Douglas Henick
 shari & bram alster  
in honor of Rita Krell

Claire Krell
in honor of the upcoming marriage of 
David Lesorgen to Abigail Paulson

Kathryn & neil eisler
in honor of the 80th bar mitzvah 
anniversary of Herman Lieberman
 melanie & barry Zingler
in honor of the birth of Sheila and 
Harvey Nadel’s great grandchild
 pearl & michael bergstein
in honor of Sharon Nelson
 miriam & benjamin nelson
in honor of Coby Rabinowitz’s bar 
mitzvah
 fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of Rica & Jack Rabinowitz 

Rita & Robert siegle 
in honor of Dr. Jack Rabinowitz’s 
birthday
 gloria & Wilson aboudi
in honor of Robert Reichenberg for 
receiving the Youth shem tov 5778

Ronni & michael brenner

In honor of Aidan Hunter’s
Bar Mitzvah in Jerusalem
teddi, edWaRd, ethan and eZRa hunteR  dEcEMBER 25, 2017

In honor of Max & Skyler Ross
B’nai Mitzvah 
With loVe, bonnie and montY Ross  OctOBER 28, 2017
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in honor of Dina Shlufman’s bat 
mitzvah
 fran & Joshua Weingast
in honor of all the wonderful Simchat 
Torah honorees
 Ronni & michael brenner 
 sharon & Kenneth fried
in honor of Ellen & Lloyd Sokoloff

Ronni & michael brenner
in honor of Marilyn Steinthal for 
receiving the shem tov award 

Ronni & michael brenner
Kathryn & neil eisler

 lawrence Rothschild
 shirley shapiro 

Renate & herman Zelovic
in honor of temple emanu-el for my 
aliyah on hashana Rabba
 Jay greenfield
in honor of Inge Wolff 95th birthday
 harris ascher
in honor of Heather Yung
 myma & bernard teitelbaum
in honor of Simon Yung
 myma & bernard teitelbaum
in memory of Leo Aach
 Ruth aach
in memory of Bessie Abelman
 sheldon flamm 
in memory of Irving Abramowitz
 pnina & meyer Kattan
in memory of Dr. Chaim Alster
 shari & bram alster 
in memory of Ada Altman
 Joan & gerald litzky
in memory of Alice Bard
 michelle & matthew grabell
in memory of Yeti Beer
 lovey beer
in memory of Dina Benis

Ronit & marc arginteanu 
 Kathryn & neil eisler
 debra oremland & arthur sinesky
in memory of Naomi Bergstein
 pearl & michael bergstein 

in memory Philip Bergstein
 pearl & michael bergstein 
in memory of Harry Berman
 shari & bram alster

Ronni & michael brenner
 shari & Kenneth Citak
 allison & bruce egert 
 Kathryn & neil eisler
 esther & Richard garden
 Rita Krell
 andrea misk
in memory of Nettie Berman
 pnina & meyer Kattan
in memory of Shlomo Bernstein
 inna & leon panich
in memory of Zishe Bernstein
 inna & leon panich
in memory of Elaine Blick
 marsha & paul Cohen 
in memory of Richard Blick 
 marsha & paul Cohen 
in memory of Cornelie Bloem
 elizabeth & Jacob heyman
in memory of William Bloom
 lee bloom
in memory of Florence Bomback
 Ronnie & edward grossmann
in memory of Milton Bomback 
 Ronnie & edward grossmann
in memory of Boris Bornstein
 Roslyn & herman lieberman
in memory of Herman Brevda
 sharon molinas mitchel & Yale 
 mitchel
in memory of Beatrice Brevda
 sharon molinas mitchel & Yale 
 mitchel

in memory of Richard Brodie 
 lois brodie 
in memory of Abraham Browar
 margaret browar
in memory of George Buchalter
 maury & Jill buchalter 
in memory of Diana Burg
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

Ronit & marc arginteanu
Ronni & michael brenner
Kathryn & neil eisler

 pnina & meyer Kattan
 Judith & martin lebson
 shirley shapiro  
in memory of Tillie Butler
 Rebecca gordon
in memory of Nathan Chait

Kathryn & neil eisler
 toby & leon glazer
 barbara & Richard selman
in memory of Beatrice Cohen
 marsha & paul Cohen 
in memory of Jack Cohen  
 marsha & paul Cohen 
in memory of David Cohen
 sharon & Kenneth fredman
in memory of Max T. Cohen
 elaine sydney
in memory of Estelle Cosenza
 terry mazzella
in memory of Nancy Kaplan Davis 
 marcia & ted davis 
in memory of Anni Diamant 
 esther & Richard garden 
in memory of Herman Diamant
 esther & Richard garden  
in memory of Isaac Donzis
 graciela & Carlos donzis
in memory of Ruth Ann Druskin
 deborah & barry druskin
in memory of Eleanor Ebner
 eugene & susan ebner
in memory of Gerald Ebner
 eugene & susan ebner 

In honor of our children,
Russell Steinthal & Emma Haddad, 
and our granddaughter,Eliana Miriam Steinthal
maRilYn and bRuCe steinthal  aUgUSt 9, 2017

In honor of Benjamin Yaker 
Bar Mitzvah 
With loVe, dellY, daVid, leah & ilana OctOBER 21, 2017
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in memory of Max Egoel
 phyllis meisner
in memory of Clara Eisemann
 bea eisemann Care of stoneburn
in memory of Eleanore Eisler
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Herb Eisler
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Susan Eisler
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Barnet Elkin
 madeline & sheldon siegel
in memory of Rose Elkin
 madeline & sheldon siegel
in memory of Tillie Englander
 sylvia englander
in memory of Constance Faber
 betty & Wayne faber
in memory of Mollie Fatel
 Judith & martin lebson 
in memory of May Feier
 olivia lazarus
in memory of Gussie Feier
 olivia lazarus
in memory of Susan Feiler
 Jack feiler
in memory of Robert Feldman 
 theresa feldman 
in memory of Susan Aach Feldman

Ruth aach 
in memory of Lenore Feldman 
Fischler
 sharon & neil danzger 
in memory of Annette Fisher
 annette fisher
in memory of Irving Fleischman
 arleen & gary post
in memory of Sam Freed
 hadassa freed 
in memory of Gordon Freesman
 debbie & steven freesman 
in memory of Helen Fremont
 sari & Carl fremont
in memory of Ted Fremont
 sari & Carl fremont
in memory of Sara Freund
 gloria & harvey Klein
in memory of Seymour Fried
 sharon fried
in memory of Rita Greenberg
 betty & Wayne faber 
in memory of Frida Grunstein

Jacqueline & erno grunstein

in memory of Ilse Gutmann
 susan & benjamin gutmann

in memory of Robyn Garden 
 Carol gardy
in memory of Samuel Garden
 esther & Richard garden  
in memory of Sophia Gans
 myra & arnold gans
in memory of Naomi Gansl
 lauri & Jeffrey bader
in memory of Janet Ellen Gelb
 Ronda & alvin gelb 
in memory of Caroline Gershuny 
 donald gershuny 
in memory of Philip Gliksman
 louann & allan Reed
in memory of M. Eliot Gold 
 susan gold
in memory of Peter Gold
 susan gold
in memory of Moritz Goldfeier
 evelyn & harry goldfeier 
in memory of Ruth Goldsmith
 sara & howard Weinstein
in memory of Harry Goldstein
 phyllis meisner
in memory of Irving Gorelick
 arlene taub
in memory of Louis Gothelf 
 bonnie & barry gothelf
in memory of Louis Grabinsky 
 millie & sy graye 
in memory of Evelyn Gray
 gail & Robert adler
 alison & Jonathan basofin
 the bloom family 

Ronni & michael brenner
 lois brodie 
 susan & Robert davidson

Cindy & marc eisenbaum
 deborah & Wayne goodman
 miriam & larry hirsch 
 linda Jacobson

Renee & alan Kirschbaum
 debra & mitchell Klein
 gail & Robert levinson
 lois moss

Robin & todd Rosenfield
 teri & Roger Rudich
 laurie schlussel 
 deborah & lawrence semegran
 arlene & philip stolzenberg
 eileen & dennis unterman

 sylvia Yodowitz
in memory of Larry Gray
 phyllis meisner
in memory of Harold Gray
 phyllis meisner
in memory of Esther Groman
 Judith & harvey marcus
in memory of Esther Grossman
 Ronnie & edward grossmann
in memory of Eva Halpern
 donna & evan Weintraub
in memory of Ruth Handler
 lillian & murray handler
in memory of Hon Hangtan
 Judith & Robert Cook
in memory of Evelyn Hecht  
 lois brodie       
in memory of Fred Heisman
 shari & bram alster
 Ronni & michael brenner
 shari & Kenneth Citak

Judith & Robert Cook
Kathryn & neil eisler

 arnie & Judi herrmann
 lynne & mark hirschhorn

Rita Krell
Randi & philip lesorgen
Robin & alan miller

 shirley shapiro 
 debra oremland & arthur sinesky
 michelle & scott tesser
in memory of Murry Herman
 lovey beer
in memory of Bertha Herson
 Reba herson
in memory of Rose Herson
 Reba herson 
in memory of Harriet Hirsch
 elaine & martin hirsch
in memory of Heinrich Hessel 
 Ruth aach
in memory of Sylvia Hodes
 millie & sy graye
in memory of Bernhard Holzer
 Viviana & Robert holzer 
in memory of Erich Holzer
 eva holzer
 Viviana & Robert holzer
in memory of Richard Holzer
 Viviana & Robert holzer
in memory of Dr. Juditha Hruza
 eva & mark horn
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in memory of Blackie Hunter
 andrea & neil strahl
in memory of Thelma Hurwitz
 sandra & arnold gold 
in memory of Frances Israel
 Rita Krell
in memory of Sander Israel 
 Rita Krell
in memory of Johanna Isselbacher
 gail berney
in memory of Loretta Jolt
 fran & Joshua Weingast
in memory of Marcia Joseph
 norma & bernard Koster
in memory of Morris Judas
 terry mazzella
in memory of Doura Kahan
 heidi & lee Rigney
in memory of Mendel Kahan
 heidi & lee Rigney
in memory of Seymour Kantrowitz
 shari & Kenneth Citak
 allison & bruce egert 
 denise Kligman & Jack hendler
in memory of William Katz
 susan & Chuck silberman
 melanie & barry Zingler
in memory of Martin Kirtzer
 gloria & Wilson aboudi
in memory of John Klauber
 lisa & andrew monfried
in memory of Irving Klein 
 shirley shapiro 
in memory of Rose Klein 
 gloria & harvey Klein
in memory of Cilly Klingenstein
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Jacob Klingenstein
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Irvin Koons
 Ronni & michael brenner
 pnina & meyer Kattan
in memory of Pearl Kostilzky
 norma & bernard Koster
in memory of George Kostitzky
 norma & bernard Koster
in memory of Philip Kramer
 edith & arnold spiegel
in memory of Charles Kulic
 sylvia englander 
in memory of Stephen Lambert
 miriam & gregg lambert

in memory of Eva Lebson
 Judith & martin lebson
in memory of Maurice Levene
 edith & Jeffrey levene
in memory of Mildred Leventhal
 Kathy & Richard leventhal
in memory of Louis Levinson
 hadassa freed 
in memory of Shirlie Levitin 
 lisa & mark spivack 
in memory of Lugov Liberman
 bella & boris masterov
in memory of Rachel Lieberman
 Roslyn & herman lieberman
in memory of Richard Lieberman
 tina & mitchell lieberman
in memory of Abraham and Rose 
Lissauer 
 theresa feldman
in memory of Isaac Litzsky
 Joan & gerald litzky
in memory of Anne Lubliner (Chana)
 marcia & ted davis 
in memory of Aryeh Makleff
 Ronni & michael brenner
in memory of Gail Markowitz

Ronni & michael brenner
 pnina & meyer Kattan
 gloria & harvey Klein
 Jodi Kohl
in memory of Ishikel Masterov
 bella & boris masterov
in memory of Pauline Mattana

Ronni & michael brenner
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Bette Matz

Robert matz
in memory of Eric Mayer
 iris & steven mayer
in memory of Jerome Meisel
 lisa & gregory meisel
in memory of Samuel Meltzer
 Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Helene Michel
 inge Wolff 
in memory of Julius Michel
 inge Wolff
in memory of Howard Miller
 Robin & alan miller
in memory of Ralph Miller

Christine Chakmakian & mark 
 badach

Carol & michael Kopelman
 debbie & michael pollack

in memory of Terry Miller
 Robin & alan miller
in memory of Harry Mintzer
 sylvia englander 
in memory of Isadore Mintzer
 sylvia englander
in memory of Rachel Mintzer
 sylvia englander
in memory of Sam Mitchel
 sharon molinas mitchel & Yale 
mitchel
in memory of Barnett Mitzman
 muriel mitzman
in memory of Robert Morgenstern
 sharon scherl & eric morgenstern 
in memory of Joan Mwer’s mother
 gloria & Wilson aboudi
in memory of Nathan Nemeroff
 Reba herson
in memory of Leonard Nightingdale 
 louann & allan Reed
in memory of Eva Olan
 dorothy litt
in memory of Newton Oshinsky
 pnina & meyer Kattan
 louann & allan Reed
in memory of Edith Paris
 debra & seth finkel
in memory of Danielle Peress
 gloria & Wilson aboudi
in memory of Bernard Perl 
 paula Weiler
in memory of Ethel Potolsky 
 dana & James adler
 arleen & gary post
in memory of Ann & Sam Prag
 hadassa freed
in memory of Samuie Pushnits 
 bella & boris masterov 
in memory of Loretta Rabinowitz

Ronni & michael brenner
 Kathryn & neil eisler
 lynne & mark hirschhorn
in memory of Joseph Rauchwerger
 eva holzer

Viviana & Robert holzer
in memory of Ellen Reichenberg
 Jaclyn & paul Reichenberg
in memory of William Reissman
 gloria & harvey Klein 
in memory of Mary Reissman
 gloria & harvey Klein
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in memory of Charles Rosen
 debra Rosen & neil mitnick
in memory of Daryl Rosen
 debra Rosen & neil mitnick
in memory of Lesley Jane Rosen
 debra Rosen & neil mitnick
in memory of Marvin Rosen
 lynn & stephen Wolgin
in memory of Sandy Rosenberg
 shelly Rosenberg
in memory of Herbert Gladstone 
Rosenstein
 bonnie & Corey notis
in memory of Jacob L. Roth
 bernice & seymour gendelman
in memory of Roe Roth
 bernice & seymour gendelman
in memory of Leon Rubach
 shari & Kenneth Citak
 Judith & Robert Cook
 allison & bruce egert
 Judi & arnie herrmann
 debra oremland & arthur sinesky
in memory of Frieda Rubinsky
 ada & stephen Rubinsky 
in memory of Albert Saban 
 graciela & Carlos donzis 
in memory of Eva Sanders
 Jack sanders 
in memory of Adele Schachter
 Robert schachter
in memory of Newton Scherl 
 gloria & Wilson aboudi 
 shari & bram alster

Ronni & michael brenner 
 shari & Kenneth Citak
 shelah & burton scherl
in memory of Ken Schindler 
 gayl & samuel suede
in memory of Lawrence Schloss
 norma & bernard Koster
in memory of Matty Schneider 
 Carol & elliot porwich
in memory of Sidney Schonfeld
 norma & bernard Koster
in memory of Melvin Schrieberg
 Ronni & michael brenner
in memory of Joyce Schulman
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

Ronni & michael brenner
Kathryn & neil eisler

 phyllis Cunningham
 bernice & seymour gendelman
 pnina & meyer Kattan

 gloria & harvey Klein
 sheila & harvey nadel
 harriet & arthur samuels
 miriam Weidenfeld
in memory of Stanley Schwartz
 debra oremland & arthur sinesky
in memory of Sandra Schweibel
 shirley & larry Rubin
in memory of Edythe Segal 
 shelly Rosenberg
in memory of Jack Segal
 shelly Rosenberg
in memory of Anna Seiden 
 millie & sy graye
in memory of Richard Selman
 barbara & Richard selman
in memory Gladys Sepal
 phyllis meisner
in memory of George Shamash   
 gloria & Wilson aboudi  
in memory of Khezia Shamash 
 gloria & Wilson aboudi 
in memory of Rahma Shamash 
 gloria & Wilson aboudi 
in memory of Harris Shapiro
 shirley shapiro
in memory of Dorothy Shefrin
 susan & brad singer
in memory of Alexander Shefrin 
 susan & brad singer
in memory of Nancy Shimansky
 alysia & adam sands
in memory of J. Sidney Silberman
 susan & Chuck silberman
in memory of Elihu Silverberg
 Rita Krell
in memory of Joseph Siminou 
 susan & stephen siminou
in memory of Martin Singer
 susan & brad singer
in memory of Ezra Sion
 Caroline sion
in memory of David Zvi Siroty
 Rita Krell
in memory of Juan Sitzer
 elizabeth lissman & gary glasgall
in memory of Merrill M. Spiegel
 edith & arnold spiegel 
in memory of Miriam Sprung
 gloria & Wilson aboudi
 shari & bram alster

Ronni & michael brenner
Kathryn & neil eisler

 Jacqueline & erno grunstein
 gloria & harvey Klein
 Rita Krell
 donna & evan Weingtraub
in memory of Herb Surks
 audrey & Richard Winograd
in memory of Elaine Sydney
 elaine sydney 
in memory of Rose Sznajderman
 Jack sanders
in memory of Abraham Sznajderman
 Jack sanders
in memory of Joseph Taub
 shari & Kenneth Citak

Judith & Robert Cook
 shirley shapiro 
 debra oremland & arthur sinesky
in memory of Morris Taub
 arlene taub
in memory of Jeanette Thou
 sharon scherl & eric morgenstern
in memory of Sanford E. Todd
 elysa & alan todd
in memory of Roger Tolins
 fran & Joshua Weingast
in memory of Arthur Tunick 
 Judith & norman greenspan
in memory of Beatrice Tunick 
 Judith & norman greenspan
in memory of Solomon Veltser
 Vitaly Veltser
in memory of Abraham Vogel
 Rebecca Vogel
in memory of Izzy Weinberg
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Kate Weinberg
 Kathryn & neil eisler
in memory of Libby Weintraub
 donna & evan Weintraub
in memory of Dean Wellington
 norma & bernard Koster
in memory of Leonard Winograd
 audrey & Richard Winograd 
in memory of Abraham Wintner
 andrea & edward milstein
in memory of Paul Wolff
 inge Wolff
in memory of Chaim Fishel Zajde
 Jack sanders
in memory of Sophie Zavadivker
 lynda & sheldon Kest
in memory of Dr. Leonard A. Zingler
 melanie & barry Zingler 
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the seder plate
preparing the seder plate requires attention. the special foods we eat on passover are also food for thought. 

every item on the seder plate abounds with meaning and allusion. the seder plate has six items on it, arranged 

in a special order. the plate is placed on top of the covering of the three matzot and is placed in front of  

the head of the household. the foods of the seder plate are listed below, with the reason each one is included,  

the method for preparing it, and its role in the seder meal. 

the Shank bone a piece of roasted 

meat represents the lamb that was the  

special sacrifice on the eve of the 

exodus from egypt, and annually on 

the afternoon before passover, in the  

holy temple. 

the Egg a hard-boiled egg represents 

the holiday offering brought in the  

days of the holy temple. the meat of 

this animal constituted the main part  

of the passover meal. a popular way of 

eating these eggs is to chop and mix 

them with the salt water which is set 

on the table. the eggs prepared this 

way are then served as an appetizer.

the Bitter herbs bitter herbs (maror) 

remind us of the bitterness of the  

slavery of our forefathers in egypt. 

freshly grated horseradish, romaine 

lettuce, and endive are the most 

common choices. 

charoset a mixture of apples, nuts 

and wine which resembles the mortar 

and brick made by the Jews when 

they toiled for pharaoh. preparation: 

shell walnuts and peel apples and 

chop finely. mix together and  

add a small amount of wine. 

the Vegetable a non-bitter root 

vegetable alludes to the back-breaking  

work of the Jews as slaves. the 

hebrew letters of karpas can be 

arranged to spell “perach samech”. 

perach means backbreaking work 

and samech is numerically equivalent 

to 60, referring to the 60 myriads 

(10,000), equaling 600,000, which 

was the number of Jewish males over 

20 years of age who were enslaved in 

egypt. 

the Lettuce the lettuce symbolizes 

the bitter enslavement of our fathers 

in egypt. the leaves of romaine lettuce 

are not bitter, but the stem, when left 

to grow in the ground, turns hard and 

bitter.

thE FOOdS OF thE SEdER pLatE

hOLidayS
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passover schedule
thursday, March 29th
sale of Chametz form due
search for Chametz after 7:59pm

Friday, March 30th 
First Night Seder
Fast of the First Born
morning service & siyyum 
breakfast 6:30am
eat Chametz until 10:30am
burning Chametz by 11:45am
light Candles* 7:01pm

Saturday, March 31st 
1st Day of Passover
morning service 9:00am 
Second Night Seder
evening service 5:30pm
light Candles* 8:02pm

Sunday, april 1st 
2nd Day of Passover 
1st Day of Omer
morning service 9:00am
havdalah 8:03pm

Monday, april 2nd
3rd Day of Passover  
2nd Day of Omer
minyan 7:00pm

tuesday, april 3rd 
4th Day of Passover
minyan 7:00pm

wednesday, april 4th
5th Day of Passover  
4th Day of Omer 
minyan 7:30am 
minyan 7:00pm

thursday, april 5th
6th Day of Passover 
5th Day of Omer 
minyan 7:00pm 
light Candles 7:07pm

Friday, april 6th 
7th Day of Passover 
6th Day of Omer
services 9:00am 
light Candles 7:08pm 

Saturday, april 7th
8th Day of Passover 
7th Day of Omer
men’s Club shabbat 
shabbat and Yizkor service 9:00am 
passover ends 8:10pm

*if you plan to attend services and/or
a seder away from home, light candles
before leaving home or light at the seder.

Chametz sale 
because the sale of Chametz involves many technicalities, it is customary 

for the clergy of the congregation to act as the agent for all who wish to sell 

their Chametz. if you own Chametz in several places (e.g. your home, summer 

home and/or business), fill in all addresses. everyone who prepares a home for 

passover should arrange for the sale of their Chametz. use the form below to 

authorize Rabbi david-seth Kirshner to sell Chametz in your possession on your 

behalf and submit it no later than thursday, March 29th.

 i hearby give permission to Rabbi david-seth Kirshner to act as my agent 

and sell all Chametz, mixtures and objects containing Chametz. as my agent, 

he should arrange for this sale prior to 10:30am on Friday, March 30th in 

accordance with Jewish law and custom. i have placed my Chametz and  

mixtures containing Chametz in specifically designated storage within my 

home, which is located at:

 name _________________________________________________________

 address ________________________________________________________

City _____________________________ state__________ Zip__________

 signature ________________________________ date_________________

 Please submit a separate check, made payable to Temple Emanu-El for this effort 

it is customary to make a donation for maot Chittim (passover tzedakah)  

at this time. this will pay for matzah and wine for a family that cannot  

afford it during the holiday and for families in need. $________  
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hOLidayS

FaQ

is one option better for children?  
Yes. the greatest hits as they will eat 
sooner.

 
both seders will be held in the temple. 
space location will be decided after final 
RsVp.

 
will clergy be leading both Seders? Yes. 
Clergy will be leading both seders and 
rotating.

 
are the menus the same?  
Yes. exact same menus for both options.

 
is the traditional Seder similar to what 
temple has hosted in the previous years? 
Yes. this is the traditional seder including 
readings, songs, prayers and retelling of the 
story of exodus.

Kindly RSVP by March 1st
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Shavuot Tisha B’av

about the festival of shavuot is one of the shalosh 

Regalim, the three pilgrimage festivals, along 

with sukkot and passover. it commemorates the 

giving of the torah and reminds us of the entire 

israelite nation assembled at the foot of mount 

sinai prepared to receive g-d’s law. it falls 

exactly 50 days from the start of passover. this 

counting of the days is called the omer.

a tradition of shavuot is to assemble on the 

eve of the festival to study torah together with 

the congregation. this study session is known 

as tikkun leyl shavuot. as is the custom, dairy 

foods are served on this festival.

this year, since shavuot falls on sunday and 

monday (may 20-may 21), temple emanu-el 

will host the tikkun leyl shavuot on sunday 

evening, may 20th, at 8:30 p.m. our program 

will include mincha/maariv services, followed by 

a study session. please join us for cheesecake 

and an invigorating night of study led by our 

clergy.

the fast of tisha b’av commemorates the 

destruction of both the first and second temples 

in Jerusalem as well as the many other tragedies 

that have befallen our people throughout the 

ages. 

tisha b’av is the hebrew name which means the 

9th of the hebrew month of av, the solemn day of 

this annual observance. Ritually, the day is similar 

to Yom Kippur or a person in mourning in that 

we deprive ourselves of food, water, comfort and 

worldly pleasures. We sit low to the ground and, 

using a wailing melody, we read the biblical book 

of lamentations which laments the destruction of 

the first temple in the 6th Century b.C.e.

please join us for the maariv evening service  

followed by our congregational reading of eicha 

(lamentations) on saturday, July 21st at 7:00 pm.

Special  

Evening  

Services

tikkun leyl shavuot 

sunday, may 20th 

8:30 pm

erev tisha b’av 

saturday, July 21st 

7:00 pm
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UpcOMiNg EVENtS
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UpcOMiNg EVENtS

May 9th, 2018 at 7:30 pm.     
free for temple members | $18 for non-members
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Join us for exciting programs! 
 
Hazak – Join senior temple members for enriching daytime and evening programs and activities at 

the temple! select tuesdays a month. dates: 3/6, 3/27, 4/10, 4/24, 5/8, 5/22, 6/5.

HeBREWs – Join members living in manhattan and surrounding areas to enjoy a beer while looking 

back and forward with the clergy of temple emanu-el! select thursdays a month.  

3/22, 4/12.

Lunch and Learn - take a break from the grind of work in the City and surrounding areas to study 

torah and break bread with Rabbi Kirshner! select thursdays a month. date: 3/22, 4/12.

scholars in Residence

Gil Troy      Susie Fishbein         Sgt. Benjamin Anthony 
march 3rd      march 14th          april 28th   
sponsored by                 sponsored by 
Drs. Eva & Mark Horn            Men’s Club of Temple Emanu-El

 

UpcOMiNg EVENtS
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Join us for our annual  

blue Jeans & bbQ
Congregational dinner

Friday, May 4th 
BBQ dinner: 6:00pm 
Services: 7:00pm

special blessing for incoming and outgoing 
board members and those graduating high 
school and college!

adults: $28 
Children: $22

RsVp on our website by friday, april 21st.

Save the date 

machar: newly Joined 
members join us for a  
Wine and Cheese mingle!
at temple emanu-el Courtyard.  

thursday, May 31st at 7:30 pm 
Join us for an evening of delicious wine, cheese and  
great company!
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UpcOMiNg EVENtS
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Sisterhood Meetings 
april 9  
may 7  
June 4 
 
minyan at 7:00pm.  
meeting to follow

women’s Study group 
w/ Rabbi Kirshner 
10:30am on fridays 
at temple emanu-el 
 
mar 2  may 4 
april 13   
 
all Classes Will begin 

pRomptlY at 10:30am

SaVE thE datE

Sisterhood annual torah 
Fund Musicale
thursday, may 17th 
7:30pm

SiStERhOOd EVENtS

SiStERhOOd
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Join sisterhood for 
mishloach manot 2018    
this is sisterhood’s most important fundraiser of the year.  

 

last year we delivered almost 800 bags to our extended temple family.  

 

sisterhood supports: 

• Synagogue Programs 

• Scholarships 

• Mitzvah Projects

Be part of this incredible Purim Team!  Volunteers always needed!

packing: Monday, February 26th at 9:30 am        delivery: February 26th-28th. Before Erev of purim.

For more information and/or to volunteer, contact Ruth pomerantz at: 

201-767-5468 or vraimom@aol.com

iMpORtaNt: please let the temple office know if your email and/or home address has changed.
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flowers for passover

Order Flowers For your holiday table From Sisterhood

For more information contact: jeanine corrubia 201.750.9997 or 

corrubia@templeemanu-el.com

place order by March 23rd at www.templeemanu-el.com

mail: sisterhood of temple emanu-el 

180 piermont Rd, Closter, nJ 07624  

fax: (201) 750-1894

Your name: _________________________________________________

address:____________________________________________________

phone: __________________ email:_____________________________

 i am ordering for my home

 (Delivery will be to the address above, Bergen County only)

 i am sending the flowers to:  

 (Delivery in Bergen County only)

Your name_________________________________________________

address____________________________________________________

phone __________________ email_____________________________

note to include_____________________________________________

please choose:   

a$85 large tall           

B $70 large 6x6 square

c $70 oblong

d $60 small square 5x5

 
please make checks payable to sisterhood of temple emanu-el. all orders must be placed 

and pre-paid by march 23rd. delivery charges included. pictured flowers are representation  

of size and arrangement. actual flowers are based on availability. if you would  

like to place more than one order, please make multiple copies of this ad.

a

B

c

d

SiStERhOOd
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Yom hashoah
on the evening of wednesday, april 11th, please join the temple emanu-el men’s 
Club in lighting the Yom hashoah Yellow Candle that was delivered to your doorstep 
by a men’s Club/temple representative.

Yom hashoah or holocaust Remembrance day is observed as israel’s day of 
commemoration for the approximately six million Jews who perished in the 
holocaust.  the Yellow Candle was created by the federation of Jewish men’s 
Clubs to keep alive the memory of our loved ones who perished in the shoah.  the 
candle is modeled after the traditional Jewish memorial Yahrzeit candle that burns 
for 24 hours during periods of morning and on the Yahrzeit anniversary of a family 
member.  the candle’s yellow wax serves to remind us of the yellow arm band which 
Jews were forced to wear during the nazi regime.  a photo on the candle container 
shows young people visiting auschwitz-birkenau concentration camp.  We need to 
teach our youth the lessons of the holocaust and remembering the six million.  

our Club has been participating in this program for over 15 years.  the proceeds 
from the Yellow Candle program will be earmarked toward organizations that focus 
on holocaust education.  Your support enables us to educate our religious school 
children as well as others of all ages from around the globe.  together, our light and 
our efforts will help ensure: neVeR foRget and neVeR again.  

please remember to light your Yom hashoah Candle on the evening of Wednesday 
april 11th, and show your support.

temple emanu-el men’s Club   

 
Men’s Club meetings will be on  
 
Feb 12 
March 12 
April 2
May 7 
 
Minyan at 7:00 pm.  
Meeting to follow.

All are welcome

Sixth Annual Ride to Provide

March 2018

SAVE THE DATE

Minyan on the Mountain

May 2018

SAVE THE DATE

MEN’S cLUB MEEtiNgS

World Wide Wrap
last year, more than 6,000 people representing more than 175 men’s Clubs 
around the world joined in the World Wide Wrap to spread the mitzvah of 
tefillin! this is temple emanu-el’s Vav & Zayin (6th-7th grade) on February 4th 
at 9:00am.

“and you shall bind them for a sign upon your hand, and they shall be an  
ornament for your head between your eyes.”  
(deuteronomy. 6:4–8)

Chairperson bruce pomerantz pompoppy@aol.com

MEN’S cLUB
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MEN’S cLUB
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Temple Emanu-El  
Newsletter

TEN

to advertise in the TEN please contact

jeanine corrubia    
corrubia@templeemanu-el.com
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